
data from Twitter. Results obtained through correlation and
regression analysis are given in Section 4 with a brief discus-
sion explaining the effects of speculations on exchange rates.
Finally, we conclude this study with Section 5 by providing
directions to improve the results obtained and describing the
road map of related future research.

II. RELATED WORKS

Bitcoin was first introduced by [15] as a peer-to-peer
electronic cash system and proposed as an alternative to
payment methods at the present time. However, nowadays it
has been rarely preferred as a payment method due to wild
fluctuations it exhibits on exchange rates but an investment
tool. In this section, we present some of the studies in the
literature analyzing the bouncy structure of cryptocurrencies
and predicting the exchange rates according to public mood
and on-line sources.

The study in [8] firstly categorizes tweets including the
term ”Bitcoin” according to positive, negative and neutral
sentiments they contain in. Then, they correlate these classified
information to Bitcoin market indicators to understand the
causalities between these concepts. At the end, they explain
Twitter as a virtual trading floor of Bitcoin wherein market
is mirrored with emotional studies. Using time-series analysis
to reveal the relationship between Bitcoin prices and mea-
surements of collective mood derived from Twitter feeds is
presented in [4]. This study constitutes a positive relationship
between Bitcoin mining difficulty as a technological variable
and Bitcoin price and furthermore it is stated that based on
a sentiment classifier proposed as a state-of-the-art machine
learning algorithm implemented on tweets, short-run move-
ments of Bitcoin price can be predictable. Another study
correlating the fluctuations of Bitcoin price to the volumes
of related tweets is presented in [14]. In addition to the tweets
with positive sentiments, this study takes into account Google
Trends data cross correlated with the Bitcoin prices. As a
conclusion, it is stated that while Twitter data is applicable
on a short term work, Google Trends data has more impact
on the prediction of digital money price. Additionally the
study in [9] looking for a causality between market price of
Bitcoin and search queries on Google Trends and Wikipedia.
Interestingly, results show that this relationship is bidirectional
which means public interest influences Bitcoin price and vice
versa. This result may indicate that speculations are effective to
change the price of digital currency. The market movement of
cryptocurrencies is also analyzed in [3] via machine learning
algorithms. It is claimed that hourly and daily prediction of
Bitcoin is accomplished via related Twitter data and with
prediction accuracy exceeding 90%.

III. DATA PREPROCESSING

A. Dataset

The data we have collected for this study covers the
timeframe between 26 December 2017 and 14 January 2018.
During this time interval, 2,752,032 tweets containing any

of the keywords2 ”bitcoin, Bitcoin, altcoin, criptocurrency,
criptomoney” are retrieved via ELK stack with the connection
to Twitter API3. Data collection structure with the utilized
tools is depicted in Figure 1. Recall that one of the main
goals of this study is to understand how frequently an altcoin
is mentioned before it reaches its peaks. For this reason, we
do not categorize whole tweets as retweet, tweet or reply to
tweet since we are only interested in rumors regardless the
way of its expression.

Fig. 1. Data Collection Schema

B. Specifying Altcoins

Recently, demand on the alternative coins with the growing
popularity of bitcoin is increased drastically especially as an
investment tool. We observe on our data that during the time
period we collected data, various altcoins are mentioned in
tweets more frequently compared to the others. To acquire
trending alternative coins, a visualization tool of Elasticsearch
named as Kibana is used by taking into account the hashtags
attached to posted tweets. An example of such a visualization
represented via vertical bars with ten most popular topics
filtered out is shown in Figure 2. Notice that some of the
hashtags referring to same concept are repeated such as
bitcoin, Bitcoin, btc, BTC or ethereum, Ethereum. Later, we
will treat such hashtags as an individual hashtag in order to
prevent loss of information. To come to the point, altcoins to be
analyzed are obtained by first filtering out 500 most frequent
hashtags in all tweets. In the following step, we unified hash-
tags representing the same concept as mentioned before. The
hashtag list so far we have obtained contains some irrelevant
data. Hence, in order to get rid of any hashtag which is not
an altcoin we extracted a list of altcoins currently operational
from on-line criptocurrency market4. Afterwards, these lists
are matched to eliminate all the hashtags do not represent
an altcoin. This process gives 46 of popular criptocurrencies
worth to talk among twitter subscribers in a time frame almost
covers three weeks. List of extracted altcoins5 is given in
Table II. Notice from this table that some of the coins such
as Altcoin, Crypto, Money are extremely noisy in terms of

2What is meant by keyword is any word in the text of the tweet and notice
it differs from the hashtag notion beginning with the symbol #.

3https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs
4https://coinmarketcap.com/
5Coins are ordered according to their market capitalization.
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